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Bits versus Qubits:
Superposition and Measurement

 Classical on-off system stores one bit
 off state = 0, on state = 1

 system must be in state 0 or state 1

 Quantum two-level system stores one qubit
 photon example:  x-polarization = |0〉, y-polarization = |1〉

 system can be in a superposition state:  |ψ〉 =

 The “Dirac Notation”
 “Kets”

 “Bras”

  Inner-product (number): eg.

  Outer-product (operator): eg.
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Entangled States

 Qubit
 Measurement on a single qubit

 Multiple qubit system (2-qubits)

 Entanglement

Basis states
(product states) Tensor product

Product state

Entangled state

(‘Bell state’)
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Measurement Basis

 Horizontal-vertical vs. ±45° polarizers



 Measurement outcome probabilities depend on choice of basis

 Entangled states remain entangled in any basis
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Perfectly Secure Digital Communication:
The One-Time Pad

 Alice has a plaintext message to send to Bob securely

 She sends ciphertext = plaintext ⊕ random binary key
…1101000… ⊕ …0100101…  =  …1001101…

 Ciphertext is a completely random binary string
impossible to recover plaintext from ciphertext without the key

 Bob decodes ciphertext ⊕ same binary key = Alice’s plaintext
…1001101… ⊕ …0100101…  =  …1101000…

 Security relies on single use of the secret key

 Decoding relies on Alice and Bob having the same key
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The Key Distribution Problem

 How to “distribute” the key
securely?

 Any classical channel can be
monitored passively, without
sender or receiver knowing

 Classical physics allows all
physical properties of an object
to be measured without
disturbing those properties.
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Let us play a game!

 Magic color cards and machines

Picture courtesy: Artur Ekert
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Enter Entanglement

 “Entangled pair” of cards

If same color is measured, measurement outcomes always
tally: (0,0) or (1,1) is got with equal probability

Picture courtesy: Artur Ekert
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Spooky “Action at a Distance”

 What is the color of the entangled cards prior to the
measurement?

 They cannot be both blue with the same bit value, neither can
they be both red! ... Why?

Picture courtesy: Artur Ekert
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A Quantum Key!

Picture courtesy: Artur Ekert
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Turning Bugs into Features:
Quantum Cryptography

 Bug:  the state of an unknown qubit cannot be determined

 Feature:  eavesdropping on an unknown qubit is detectable

 Alice and Bob randomly choose photon-polarization bases

for transmission (Alice) and reception (Bob)

 Alice codes a random bit into her polarization choice

horizontal/vertical +45/-45 diagonalor

 When Alice and Bob use the same basis…
 their measurements provide a shared random key

 eavesdropping (by Eve) can be detected through errors she creates
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Quantum Circuits and Quantum Computation

 A two-qubit gate:  the controlled-not (CNOT) gate

 control qubit flips target qubit if and only if control qubit is |1〉

target input target output

control input control output

αin

βin
qin = qout = UqinU

 Single-qubit gates:  unitary matrices

 Single-qubit gates + CNOT are universal
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Quantum Computation is Different

 Superposition affords quantum parallelism
 quantum computers may evaluate all values of a function at once

 quantum algorithms may provide enormous speedups

 CNOT behavior for superposition states

 control qubit is flipped and target qubit is unaffected!

(|0〉 - |1〉)/√2 (|0〉 - |1〉)/√2

(|0〉 + |1〉)/√2 (|0〉 - |1〉)/√2
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More Quantum Mechanics

 Mixed state (density operator)

 Quantum evolution
 Unitarity:

 Evolution of a state:

Pure state Mixed state

An example of a 2-qubit mixed state

Pure state

Mixed state
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Pauli Operators

 Bit-flip

 Phase-flip

 Bit and phase-flip

 Any unitary operator in             can be expressed as a linear
combination of I, X, Y, and Z.

 Some properties

Each of these operators
have eigenvalues +1 and -1
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Example of a quantum-cuircuit (Auctions!)

 Quantum
Auctions using
adiabatic
evolution (HP
Labs, 2006)
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Breakthroughs!

 Efficient Quantum Algorithms
 Shor’s Algorithm

(Prime Factorization of a number
n)

 Grover’s Algorithm (Searching a
random database of size N)
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Classical Error-Correction: An illustration

 Encoding

 Decoding

Check-sum bits from 3 circles:

                     possible ‘syndromes’

1 1

0
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3-Qubit Bit-flip Code

 No cloning
 Repetition code (in the classical sense) NOT possible

 Bit-flip channel

 Bit-flip code

Encoding a quantum state to a higher dimensional
Hilbert space

‘Code’:         dimensional subspace of
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Encoding and Decoding

 Encoding

 Decoding
 Measure

 Measure

 4 possible outcomes corresponding to no-error and 3 single-bit-flips

 Post measurement state same as received state

 Apply suitable bit-flip operator to decode

 Can correct ANY single-qubit bit-flip error

Send each qubit
through independent
copies of the bit-flip
channel

Bit-flip
channel

Apply appropriate
recovery operation
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9-Qubit Shor Code [1995]

 Protects against a 1-qubit error (bit-flip, phase-flip, and
combined bit-phase-flip)

 Correcting X, Z, and XZ is sufficient to correct ANY
GENERAL error!

 Concatenation of phase-flip and bit-flip codes

Measure
syndromes

Bit-flip detection

Phase-flip detection

Apply suitable recovery operators
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Getting Better ...

 7-Qubit (rate 1/7) single-error correcting code (CSS)

 5-Qubit (rate 1/5) code (Meets ‘Hamming bound’ -- best
single-error correcting code possible)

 Formal group-theoretic formalism for quantum error-
correction: Stabilizer formalism

 (Classical) convolutional codes outperform block codes

 Quantum convolutional codes (QCC)
 Rate 1/5 QCC [Ollivier and Tillich, 2004]

 Rate 1/3 QCC and rate 1/3 tail-biting quantum block code correcting
ALL single qubit errors, and algebraic foundation for higher
dimensional more powerful convolutional codes [Forney, Grassl and
Guha, 2005 -- ISIT 2005, IEEE Transactions on IT, March 2007]
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Qubit Teleportation and the Quantum Internet

 To network quantum computers we need a quantum Internet
 qubits are the lingua franca of quantum processors

 unknown qubits cannot be measured perfectly

 Two varieties of qubits:  “standing” and “flying”
 standing qubits for memory and processing:  atoms, ions, spins

 flying qubits for transmission:  photons

 Direct, long-distance transmission of qubits…
 will be very slow for standing qubits

 will suffer from catastrophic loss for flying qubits

 The solution is… teleportation!
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The Four Steps of Qubit Teleportation

Alice Bob

from Charlie
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What’s Under the Teleportation Hood

 Step 1:  Alice and Bob share qubits of an entangled state
 Bob’s state intimately tied to result of Alice’s measurement

 Step 2:  Alice measures her qubit ⊗ message
 she obtains two bits of classical information

 she learns nothing about her qubit or the message

 Step 3:  Alice sends her measurement bits to Bob…
 using classical communication:  nothing moves faster than light speed

 Step 4:  Bob applies a single-qubit gate to his qubit…
 chosen in accordance with Alice’s measurement bits

 entanglement guarantees that Bob has recovered the message
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The latest in the industry...

 BBN Technologies (www.bbn.com): World’s first functional
QKD network (in collaboration with Harvard and BU)

 HP Labs (www.hpl.hp.com): Bristol (theory), Palo Alto
(experiments) -- “QUBUS” computation, working on: quantum
repeaters, long distance quantum communication, optical-
interconnects on silicon chips.

 D-Wave systems (www.dwavesys.com): British Columbia.
Superconductor-based scalable quantum computing using
adiabatic evolution. <Recent claims and demo>

 IBM Research (www.research.ibm.com/quantuminfo):
Yorktown, NY. Fault-tolerant quantum computing,
teleportation.
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The Present and The Future

 The Present
 Quantum key distribution systems are commercially available

 High-flux sources of polarization entanglement have been built

 Quantum gates have been demonstrated

 The Future
 Long-distance teleportation systems will be demonstrated

 Scalable quantum-gate technologies are being developed

 New paradigms for quantum precision measurements being proposed

 New applications of superposition and entanglement are coming
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“Quantum” groups at MIT!

 Quantum Information Science at MIT: http://qis.mit.edu

 Some research groups --
 Superconducting circuits and quantum computation: Terry Orlando

 Center for theoretical physics: Edward Farhi and Jeffrey Goldstone:
Adiabatic quantum computation

 Quanta research group: Issac Chuang

 Quantum Information Group: Seth Lloyd

 Courses you might consider --
 Linear Algebra (18.06), Information and Entropy (6.050J), Quantum

Computing (2.111/18.435J), Quantum Information Science (6.443J),
Quantum Physics I & II (8.04/8.05), Signals and Systems (6.003),
Digital Communication Systems (6.450)
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Optical and Quantum Communications Group, RLE

 Group leaders: Prof. Jeffrey H. Shapiro, Dr. Franco Wong

 Group website: http://www.rle.mit.edu/qoptics/
 Check out!! -- “Extreme Quantum Information” (W.M.Keck Foundation)

 Research
 Long-distance teleportation architecture (MIT-NU)

 Fuchs-Peres-Brandt attack on QKD

 Sources of polarization-entangled photons

 Classical information capacity of quantum-optical channels

 Quantum optical coherence tomography (OCT)

 Quantum state frequency conversion

 Course: 6.453 (Prof. Shapiro) “Quantum Optical
Communication” -- offered every alternate Fall (see OCW)

 My contact info: saikat@MIT.edu, 36-472B, x2-5107
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Next up…

How to Wreck a Nice Beach:
Theory and Practice

Paul Hsu, Spoken Language Systems Group, CSAIL

Room 32-124
(dinner to follow)

Tuesday, March 6
5:30-6:30 PM


